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2019 – GAME THREE

ST. PIUS X GOLDEN LIONS
vs.

WESTMINSTER WILDCATS
Friday, September 6, 2019, 7:30 p.m.

At Westminster High School

“Set higher standards for your own performance 
than anyone else around you, 

and your only competition will be with yourself.”
– Rick Pitino



To our valued sponsors we say THANK YOU!
*Click the logos for a quick link to each website

(Editor’s note: Throughout the season you’ll find various links scattered in each X-Factor. Look for 
blue, underlined hyperlinks (like this) for links to websites, articles or youtube videos. Any time you see                              
a  button, click to enjoy a musical interlude. Don’t take anything too seriously, it’s all in the name of fun!)

here was something palpable in the air last Friday night at North DeKalb Stadium. You could 
sense it as you approached the stadium, which while being located smack-dab in the middle 
of Chamblee High School’s backyard, is really a shared venue for a handful of DeKalb County 
schools, including tonight’s opponent the Dunwoody 

Wildcats. According to the schedule this was a “home” game for 
the Wildcats, but it felt a little more like being sent to a trailer in the 
school parking lot when there are too many students and not enough 
classrooms. The ticket lines were long and the students were a buzz as 
the warmth of the day gave way to a beautiful and electric night.

Over the past few weeks there had been a lot of talk regarding 
classifications of public and private schools in Georgia. The powers that 
be – the GSHA and probably a few other entities – wanted to level the 
playing field for statewide athletic programs. They felt that private schools had the upper hand in obtaining 
quality athletes since the student body isn’t determined based on address and zip code. If a family wants to 
travel an hour or more to and from school then that’s their choice. Public school systems are of the opinion 
that because of this dynamic, private schools recruit their players. There may be some truth to that with a 
few other private schools, but not with Pius, and according to a recent interview with Westminster head 
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coach Jerry Romberg, not them either. The penance that’s being requested for these schools, including St. 
Pius, is a jump of 1 to 2 classifications. Passions have run high and opinions have flowed from the mouths 
of coaches and athletic directors like lemonade on a hot summer day. To be continued…

So here we were, rolling into North DeKalb Stadium, a mere 3.7 miles down the road from our school. 
Ironically, the Wildcats had to travel 4.1 miles to get here, so technically we were closer than they were to 
their own home game. Did that dig at them?…maybe. Did they come into this game feeling confident about 
their team?...probably. Did they remember the beat down they got from us last year?…definitely. Slice it 
and dice it anyway you like, but this felt like waaaay more than just a contest of neighboring high school 
football teams. There were multiple levels of pride on the line here. Many of these kids grew up together 
playing pee-wee ball at Murphey-Candler Park and some are still good friends. It’s kind of like always 
wanting to beat your big brother at basketball. You love him, but DANG IT, “I want to beat you sooo bad!” 

This enthusiasm spilled over to the student sections too. Throughout the first half, chants like “Marist 
rejects” were raining down from the Dunwoody student section, and they struck up the band and blasted 
music over the loudespeakers whenever our offense took the field. Take it 2 dozen rows up to the top of 
the bleachers and we were contending with some similar disrespect as our ESPX crew had basically been 
banished from the press box. There would be no streaming of tonight’s game for the Golden Lion faithful. 
Take it down to the field level and passions were running even higher. Cheap shots and playing beyond the 
whistle looked to be on the menu tonight. In fact, at one point in the first half the referees gave both teams 
a warning about the extracurricular activities. “Respectful opponent” and “friendly rivalry” are not phrases 
that come to mind. I’d like to think our boys are above that, but let’s be honest, football is a contact sport. 
You hit me, I hit you back. You can’t tame that, because if you do, you’ll likely lose your edge. You certainly 
hope that calmer minds will prevail and that outplaying the other team on the field is all the redemption 
you’ll need. That is a lesson that was certainly echoed at practice and in the meeting rooms this week…but 
let’s not get too far ahead of ourselves, we’ve got a game to play! Gentlemen start your engines!

Our Golden Lions were in white jerseys and gold pants 
tonight, it’s a good look, while the Wildcats donned red 
jerseys and white pants. Tonight’s captains were juniors 
#65 Joey Sanflippo, #46 Walker Stevens, #78 Cam Wooden 
and sophomore #2 Cam Cainion. The same as last week, 
our Lions would start this contest on offense, going left to 
right on your radio dial. Also, just the same as last week, 
we had a good number of wounded warriors that were 
forced to watch and cheer from the sideline. There was 
also a fairly large group of Lions who were playing hurt, 
but managed to heal enough to pass the trainers inspection. Both teams burst onto the field and the special 
teams players took their places. It’s GO time!

I can’t be bought, but I can be stolen with a glance. 
I’m worthless to one, but priceless to two. 

What am I??

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vqe6h7YfmUE


#8 junior Mason Benefield, #18 junior Cam Wingo and #22 
freshman Jack Tchienchou (your special teams player of the game)
drifted back for the kick. The kick found Tchienchou near the 10-
yard line and he came out with a burst. He turned it left towards our 
sideline and looked to have an open lane with one man to beat. The 
defender was able to trip him up, saving a potential touchdown to 
start the game. How sweet that would’ve been!

Our Golden Lion offense took the field ready to build on their 
2nd half performance from last week. One step at a time, one first 
down at a time. Senior quarterback #12 Nick Joiner was back in 
action after taking some serious hits from the green machine last 
week. We learned in the Z interview that he sustained a fairly 
significant back injury, so it was a welcome sight seeing him bring the Lions out onto the field tonight.         
I’d like to give a quick shout out to Don at Crochet Physical Therapy (CrochetPT.com) for working a 
medical miracle on Joiner’s back during the week. I guess you could say Don’s got our back.

Our starting line tonight consisted of seniors #69 Marc Weick and #70 Joseph Miller at the edges and 
juniors #55 Charlie Long, #65 Joey Sanflippo and #78 Cam Wooden anchoring the middle. #33 senior 
Tiger Turner and Benefield lined up at wing and #35 sophomore Luke Jacobellis got the start tonight 
at fullback. Juniors #3 Sam Downer and #4 Jack Parker split out wide as the first play of the game went 

to Jacobellis up the middle behind 
Long and Wooden for a quick 7 
against a 6-1 Wildcats defensive 
front. They were loading the box 
early expecting a run heavy game 
plan. #80 senior Lawson Shultz 
and #85 junior Casey Ver Meulen 
checked in for our 2 TE package 
on 2nd and short and the Wildcats 
countered with 9 in the box.

http://CrochetPT.com


The sweep handoff went to Benefield behind a great push 
from Lawson Shultz (your offensive player of the game), Weick, 
Sanflippo and Turner with Wooden pulling to lead the way.   
The hole opened up and #8 galloped for 10-yards and a 1st 
down. We went back to Jacobellis just shy of the 50 for a gain of 
1 before a Joiner keeper and a Benefield pitch left us with a 4th 
and 4 from their 46. A 4th down attempt surely flashed through 
Coach Standard’s mind, but he instead chose to send out the 
punt team. #9 senior Eli Marshbank took the snap from Weick 
and booted a high spiraling kick towards the left sideline setting 
up a Wildcats 1st and 10 from the 15-yard line.

Tonight’s starting D had juniors #71 Jacob Hull, #59 Joel Chatfield, #44 Antonio Walker and Ver Meulen 
up front, Stevens, Turner and Wingo at the second level, and #13 junior Grayson Carney, #29 sophomore 
Austin Taylor, Cainion and Benefield in the secondary. A youthful defense that continues to gel with each 
series. #5 junior Davis Ledoyen and the Wildcats came to the line with 3 backs and 2 wideouts. They started 

with back to back runs that were forced outside 
by Hull, Walker and Chatfield, then shut down 
by Turner, Carney and Stevens on 1st down 
and Ver Meulen and Walker on 2nd down. 
3rd down and a chance for an early stop, but a 
nice curl route by #19 senior Tyler Eith found 
the needed yards. Eith proved to be their best 
all around athlete and a real thorn in our side 
throughout the game. Two plays later Stevens 
forced #2 senior David Julian, their 2nd best 

option of the night, out of bounds after a pick up of 3. Taylor, Carney and Stevens converged on another wide 
receiver screen to keep Julian 3-yards short of the chains for an upcoming 3rd down. The next pass found 
Julian in the flat for a pick up of 12, but an offensive holding call brought it back for a 3rd and long. Ledoyen 
rolled right and launched a deep pass towards Eith who had run a stop-and-go route, but Rogers and Taylor 
had him blanketed. The ball sailed wide and incomplete setting up a 4th down and 9 from the 47 and an 
upcoming punt. The 4th down punt looked good, but drifted right and out of bounds at the 20-yard line.

This game would turn out to be more of a defensive battle than anything that resembled a shoot out.           
It also proved to be a game of 2 halves, 3 key drives, and 1 crucial kick. The first key drive would go to the 
Lions. It started poorly with a motion penalty, but Jacobellis quickly negated that with a 10-yard gain on the 
inside trap.  Next, we took to the air for the first of only a few attempts on the night. Joiner faked the hand-
off, took a 7-step drop and hit Benefield down the left sideline. Unfortuntately, the defender hit Benefield at 
the exact same moment to force the incompletion. On 3rd and 5, Wingo motioned from the left and Joiner 
hit him with a last second pitch that gave Wingo the edge and a much needed gain of 14. We avoided near 
disaster on the next play as Benefield made a strong run for another 10, but had the ball stripped going to the 
ground. Before the Wildcats could locate the loose ball, #8 had regained possession. WHEW!! We went back 
to Jacobellis, who was running hard and looked good early, but a holding penalty not only cancelled out the 
11-yard gain, it also pushed us back another 10. One step forward, two steps back.



Slayer of regrets, old and new, sought by many, found by few. 
What am I??

It would turn out to be a 10 minute long, grind it out, smash mouth kind of drive that typically wears down 
oposing defenses and wins us games. They’re not sexy drives, but they have the power to deflate defenses.   
This brought up the first tipping point of the game. Wingo took another last second pitch from Joiner and hit 
the edge with a fury. Weick sealed the edge and Cainion and Parker provided the downfield blocks. Wingo 
ran over a few defenders before reinforcements could bring him to the ground. A cheap shot at the bottom of 
the pile drew some retaliation and an unsportsmanlike penalty on Wingo, but more importantly, it came with 
an ejection. That’s a tough pill to swallow when you’re already dealing with injuries. 

So, here we were, back at our 31 – for the 3rd time! – still with a looong way to go. 2 plays later we 
got the bounce back play we needed, as Joiner delivered another split-second pitch to Benefield. #8 raced 

for the sideline and ultimately for a 17-yard gain.                                                                                                                   
We were finally out near midfield with some 
momentum. We exchanged 5-yard penalties before a 
5-yard Joiner keeper on 3rd down brought up a 4th 
down and 3 from their 44. This time the Lions would 
go for it. Cainion got the call aand delivered with a 
5-yard quick pitch around the left side to keep the 
drive alive as the 1st quarter came to an end.

While it was a certainly a beautiful night, it was still late August. The defense had to be getting winded. 
Another split-second pitch from Joiner, this time to Rogers, found 10-yards and a fresh set of downs.                     
#41 freshman Shug Bentley checked in at fullback and immediately got the ball for a short gain up the middle. 
Turner followed that with 8 more yards on the right pitch and we were FINALLY in the red zone. I know it’s 
hard to believe, BUT THIS IS STILL THE SAME DRIVE! Benefield then took the left pitch down to the 2, 
but a penalty flag was thrown in the direction of offensive holding...a bogus call in my humble opinion. One 
more step forward, two more steps back. With the Wildcats continuing to stack to box, the pitch was working 
well, so we stuck with it. Cainion got his chance next, picking up 15-yards to the right while running over 2 
defenders in the process. We were finally on the brink of the goal line after 9+ minutes and 20+ plays. The 
final yard and the first score of the game came on a Joiner keeper behind Long, Sanflippo, Weick and Schultz. 
Weick’s snap and Joiner’s hold were good and Marshbank’s provided the PAT. Golden Lions 7 – Wildcate 0.

The kickoff crossed the goal for an automatic touchback and a 1st down at the 20. Their first play, a bubble 
screen to Julian, looked to be set up well with a real potential for a big gain. Julian cut it all the way back across 
the field and was ultimately turned back inside by Taylor into the teeth of the persuing Lions. It was a gain 
of 10, but it could have been much worse. Another wide receiver screen to Eith netted 7 more yards before 
an offensive pass interference penalty pushed them back 15 on the next play. 2 plays later #32 sophomore 
Thaxton Gallagher made his presence felt with pressure from Ledoyen’s right. It’s a good thing too, because 
Eith was streaking across the middle of the field. The throw was low and the Wildcats were forced to punt.



Our next drive started with just under 6 minutes remaining and was highlighted by carries from Turner, 
Jacobellis and Benefield of 10+ yards each, but we gave back 10 of it on penalties. Bentley got us inside the 
35 on a 3rd down carry, but istead of chancing a long field goal, Standard chose to punt it away with under 
2-minutes remaining in the half. Marshbank dropped back to punt, but the snap sailed high. Marshbank 
did a fantastic job of getting a hand on the ball before it got by him. He picked up the ball, scrambled to his 
left and was eventually taken down at the 35-yard line, but trust me, it could’ve been much, much worse.

The Wildcats had 1:25 and needed to travel 65-yards to tie 
this one up. Another wide receiver screen to Eith had potential, 
but Cainion and Sanflippo brought him down short of the 1st 
down marker. Casey Ver Meulen (your defensive player of the 
game) made an impact on Ledoyen’s next throw with pressure 
from the back side causing the throw to land short of its 
target. A defensive pass interference call gave Dunwoody life 
with under a minute to go at the Golden Lion’s 39-yard line. 

That’s when they 
went to their bag 
of tricks. We knew 
they had some trick plays up their sleeve and it was only a 
matter of time. This time it was a halfback pass from the wide 
receiver. Cainion, Sanflippo and #50 junior Salim Miller were 
immediately in Eith’s face, forcing a rushed throw right into the 
waiting arms of Taylor. He returned it to the 40-yard line with 
only a few seconds left on the clock. Bullet dodged. Standard 
instructed Joiner to take a knee as the half expired. It had been 
a 24-minute battle, but only one score was up on the board.

The Wildcats were still definitely in this game and they knew they had a good chance to win. After all, we 
were young and untested, right? If they could somehow squeeze out a late lead we’d just fold up like a cheap tent, 
wouldn’t we? Due to the earlier ejection of Wingo and a 2nd quarter injury to Turner, we were now down two 
linebackers. The fact that they ran so much out of 4 wide receiver sets meant we could go with 5 DBs and only 
2 LBs if needed. #28 junior Paul Quigley, Sanflippo and Jacobellis all rotated to fill the slot alongside Stevens.

Their initial drive got off to a great start, that is if you’re a Wildcat fan, with multiple pass plays of 
10+ yards. They were using a lot of misdirection and had a few plays with wide open space in front of the 
runner. We kept doing a great job of shutting down the run, but their passing game was looking good with 
Ledoyen’s throws sharp and accurate. It only took a few minutes for them to be on the edge of our 40, but 
they were now facing a 3rd and long. 10 of the 11 plays on this drive were passes with 8 of those being 

If you lose me you may cause people around me to lose me too. 
What am I??



completions. Pass #11 came in the form of a bomb 
to Eith near the goal line. Carney and Cainion stayed 
step for step with him and as the ball fell towards Eith’s 
hands, Cainion jumped up to slap it away.

After a well placed punt, we took over at our own 
11. We knew 7 points wasn’t going to be enough to 
earn the win. We needed at least one more score. But 
I like to give credit where credit is due, the Wildcats 
made some great halftime adjustments. Conversely, 
on our first series we looked flat. 3 consecutive runs 
led to a 3-and-out for the offense and another chance 
for the Wildcats. They took over at their own 40 and immediately went back to the wide receiver screens. 
They moved the ball inside our 40 in no time, but a penalty brought up a 3rd and 11. We knew a pass was 
coming, so we brought pressure with Gallagher, Ver Meulen, Stevens and Salim Miller. Ledoyen had to rush 
his throw a bit, but it was on the mark tracking towards Eith. Taylor read the quartbacks eyes and was there 
when the ball arrived. He stuck an arm out and deflected it away. 4th down and another bullet dodged.

We went 3-and-out for the second consecutive series on 2 
minimal runs and an incomplete pass. As we approached the end of 
the 3rd quarter, the Wildcats had all the momentum. Our defense 
responded with a 3-and-out of our own and an upcoming 4th and 
1. I would have bet money that they were going to fake it, but they 
didn’t. Our offense had stalled and they still felt good about the 
way things were turning. The punt was well placed, giving us a 1st 
and 10 inside the 10. Back-to-back runs by Jacobellis gave us some 
room to breath and a new set of downs as the 3rd quarter ended.

On the first play of the quarter Joiner pitched the ball left to 
Jadon Rogers (your co-2-way player of the game) for a 10-yard 
gain. We were finally moving the ball, but more importantly we 

were bleeding the clock. Could we keep the drive alive and extend the lead? The answer for now would be 
no. After 3 more runs we were forced to punt yet again.

Earlier I told you there were 3 key drives in this game. Well, 
here was #2 and this one went to the Wildcats. They went back 
to the short outside passes, this time working in #11 senior 
Walt Anders. They chipped away at the field while we kept 
chipping away at the clock. Our defense had to be getting tired, 
but the effort was still there. It felt like we were on the cusp of 
a tipping point and it almost happened on the very next play.

As you may have guessed, the wide receiver screen went 
to Eith and this time he only had one man to beat. Carney 
stood his ground waiting for Eith to make his move. As 
soon as he did, Carney sprung into action wrapping up his 



legs for the touchdown saving take down. He picked up the first down, but nothing more. Chip, chip, 
chip...tick, tick, tick. From the 19-yard line they broke out a little more trickery with the hook and ladder 
play. Ledoyen completed the pass to Anders who then pitched it to Julian coming around the edge, which 
would’ve worked to perfection had Julian not stepped out of bounds at the 5. Regardless, one play later 
Ledoyen found Eith near the right pylon for the score.

We didn’t have much of a feel for their kicking game, but I have to think they didn’t have much 
confidence in it as the apparent kicker who came on the field looked like a 7th grader. They lined up in a 
hybrid formation that could either be a kick or a fake. They chose the fake and again completed it to Eith 
near the pylon. We were suddenly down 8-7 with 6-minutes remaining. The Wildcat faithful went wild. 
They had all the momentum...but we had the ball. 

The ensuing kick again found Tchienchou, this time near the 20-yard line, and again he brought it out 
with a head of steam. He crossed the 30 and was finally brought down at the 39. Great field position to start 
this crucial drive. 1st and 2nd down went nowhere, in fact we lost a yard and almost lost the ball. 3rd and 11 
and the next tipping point of the game. Joiner took 
the snap and rolled right looking for #10 junior RJ 
Brewster who had lined up wide right and run a 
10-yard in route. Joiner’s pass was on target and 
Brewester did the rest. He secured the catch then 
turned it upfield at the 50, making it down to the 44 
before the defense could bring him to the ground. 
1ST DOWN! We followed that up with a pitch to 
Benefield for 10 and a dive to Bentley for 13 that 
almost found the end zone. Joey Sanflippo (your 
other co-2-way player of the game) cleared the way 
with not just 1, but 2 key blocks on the play. 6 more 
from Benefield and 4 more from Bentley and we 
had a 1st down from the 11. The clock continued 
to run, but penalties started to push us backwards. 
What appeared to be the go ahead score by Rogers 
was negated by an illegal formation penalty that was 
very suspect. Another phantom penalty pushed us 
back another 10-yards and we were finally facing 
4th down and 21. The field goal team came out 
with 1:21 remaining and a 34-yard kick from the 
left hash standing between us and the lead. Snap 
by Weick...hold by Joiner...the kick by Marshbank...    
IS GOOD! The team celebrated the moment, but 
this one wasn’t over yet. The Wildcats still had 1:16 to work with and we needed ONE MORE STOP!

If two is a company and three is a crowd.
What is four and five?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9cjy_lcdeVI


Marshbank’s kick was high and found Julian inside the 5. He brought it out looking to set them up with 
decent field position, but #26 junior Zani Patasin and Stevens corralled him at the 15 with a great special 
teams tackle. Time was precious and limited...we KNEW they’d come out throwing. #16 sophomore Cameron 
DeBose and Tchienchou checked in as defensive backs, and 
as expected Ledoyen launched one in Eith’s direction. Rogers 
had good coverage and the pass fell incomplete. 2nd down. 
Ledoyen rolled left this time and fired a pass in the direction 
of #33 senior Jack Hogan. The pass grazed his fingers and fell 
harmlessly incomplete. 3rd down. After a quick timeout to 
talk it over the Wildcats came back out in another 4 WR set. 
Quigley pressed Hogan at the line and threw off his timing. 
The pass went in his direction, but the only one looking back 
was Quigley who made the catch and dropped to the ground 
for the interception! The only plays that remained were 2 
quick kneel downs by Joiner and this one was in the books.

FINAL SCORE:  Golden Lions 10 – Wildcats 8

Now, I won’t sit here and tell you that this was a signature win, or that it will strike fear into our future 
opponents. But I will tell you it was an extremely important win. The win itself means nothing in regard to 
region play or playoff seeding, but rather, the weight of this victory is measured from within. It’s the first 
varsity win for most of these younger players, and I can assure you that the longer it takes to get that first 
win, the greater the weight becomes. So congrats to all our young Lions on victory #1! Also, it’s a win that 
could have very easily slipped through our fingers had the team panicked after losing the lead. They didn’t, 
and in clutch fashion, we drove down the field to set up the winning score...twice.

I’m a relative newbie when it comes to the Golden Lion legacy. Even though I attended the 2012 
championship game in the dome versus Buford, I was not involved in the journey to get there. My rearview 
mirror, much the same as my eyesight, can only see so far. When I look back to the games that I remember 
the most, there are certainly ones that rise to the top. 2017 victories over Jefferson on Pink Out night, 
Troup in the Sweet 16 and Woodward in the quarterfinals, plus the 2018 shutout victory over Marist on 
their turf are all well deserved highlights. One that goes under the radar is the Stephens County victory 2 
years ago after we had lost our opening 5 games...a few in crushing fashion. That young Lion team had been 
reeling after a come from behind loss to Lanier the previous week that we let slip away. That Stephens game 
could’ve easily gone south too, but some great defense, a clutch goal line stand and a late turnover helped 
secure that first win for many young Lions that year. I put this Dunwoody win in that same category. Maybe 
it's just a little bit better because of how we came from behind in dramatic it's-now-or-never fashion.                 
It’s now right there on the cusp of my top 5 favorite Golden Lion wins.



Between the Lions
Our Golden Lions are back at for another exciting season. 
I’ll collect the odds and ends of what I find in the media 

each week and share it here – Between the Lions!

Class AAAA rankings  8-AAAA standings Region Overall
1. Cartersville (1-0) 6. Cairo (1-1) North Oconee 0-0 2-0
2. Blessed Trinity (2-0) 7. Woodward (2-0) Madison County 0-0 1-1 
3. Troup (1-0) 8. St. Pius (1-1) Oconee County 0-0 1-1
4. Marist (1-0) 9. Burke County (1-1) St. Pius 0-0 1-1
5. Sandy Creek (1-0) 10. Mary Persons (1-1) Stephens County 0-0 1-1

Here’s what the North Fulton Herald had to say this week –
     Dunwoody falls short of upsetting St. Pius X [Link]

Here’s the MaxPreps game recap [Link]

Up next are Wildcats of a different color, the Westminster Wildcats. These Wildcats reside in Region 5 
of the AAA classification alongside Lovett, Pace and four other schools. They’re coached by Jerry Romberg 
who has a 54-30-0 record over his 8 years of coaching. So far this year they’ve dug themselves a 0-2-0 
hole with an away loss to Woodward Academy (19-0) and a home opener loss to GACS (19-14). They’re 
certainly anxious to get that first win, like we just did, and are looking forward to Friday night.

Last year we faced them at home this same week of the season, and pulled out a 35-9 victory, but the 
game was actually much closer than the score reflected. They had pulled it to 14-9 early in the 3rd quarter 
before the ‘Moose got loose’ for back-to-back scores later in the same quarter. What I remember most 
about that game is it was a hard hitting affair with helicopter tackles, bookend sacks and smothering 
defense. My guess is they still have a bad taste in their mouth from that one.

The primary difference that I’m aware of this year is that their senior quarterback Parks Harbor has 
hung up the football cleats in exchange for baseball cleats. He is a highly recruited baseball player and 
apparently didn’t want to risk his baseball future with a few dozen hard hits on the football field. I can’t 
blame him. I can’t tell you who the new quarterback is because #8 isn’t listed on the MaxPreps roster 
sheet...oh well. I can however tell you that they have 2 talented senior running backs, #4 Paul Weathington 
and #22 Will Hallmark. These guys had a real good showing against us last year and will certainly be the 
majority of their offense. They run hard and don’t go down easily so arm tackles won’t cut it. We’ll need 
to wrap up at first contact and flock to the ball. Up front they’re not overly big, but they do appear to have 
good speed. I’d say "fast" is probably the best overall description of their team. Guess what?...we're fast too. 
It should be a hotly contested game on a hot September night.

https://www.northfulton.com/sports/dunwoody-falls-short-of-upsetting-st-pius-x/article_1e34e99c-ce63-11e9-b21e-5b6cc3043185.html
https://www.maxpreps.com/high-schools/st-pius-x-catholic-golden-lions-(atlanta,ga)/football/videos.htm?videoid=694c8a64-f363-4902-870c-a739658210a8


X PLUS Z
This week Z caught up with Golden Lions TE/DE, #80 Lawson Schultz.

Z: How are you feeling physically after last week’s game and in general, how are 
you feeling about the season?
LS: I’m feeling pretty good.  My wrist hurts a bit as I have some ligament damage 
and a pretty sizable hard cast that I should get off in a week or so. About the 
season, I’m feeling really good. We have to make sure we execute on every play. 
We’ve made some mental mistakes lately but we just have to keep working at it – 
we’ll get it.  The season is going by pretty fast already. It feels like the beginning 
of summer was just yesterday.
Z: What makes this senior class special and how have you been able to stick it out together?
LS: It’s pretty cool that while we’re small in numbers, we’ve become such a close knit group because we’re 
the only kids in our grade playing football. Our senior classmates have also been encouraging to us too 
along with all the students. It helps to have a lot of support.
Z: You’ve moved around positions a few times, TE, OT, DT, back to TE this year.  Do you have a preference 
of offense or defense?
LS: Not really I kinda like them both. TE and OT in the triple option are pretty similar positions as far as 
the blocking assignments go. I guess I like defense a bit more because I have more experience with it but 
playing TE is also fun because I’m involved in almost every play.  
Z: Any chance we’ll see a few passes to the TE’s this season?
LS: Yeah, maybe but it might be hard right now with this cast on my wrist. Maybe when I get the cast off 
they’ll throw it to me? (Laughs) 
Z: This is your third year as a starter. You’ve been the younger guy, and now you’re one of the veterans.  
Talk about being a leader for lots of these younger guys that are getting a chance to play early in their SPX 
careers. There are even two Freshman on Varsity. You don’t see that too often right?
LS: Yes there are lots of young guys on the team and they’re going to have to contribute. I try to lead by 
example and instill confidence in them that they can do it. I’m sure nerves can come into play at times and 
that is normal.  Mainly I can help these younger guys out during practice. When a coach gets on to them,      
I can play ‘good cop’ and help the younger guys make sure they’re listening for the message from the coach. 
I tell them things like, “they’re trying to help you – they care, that’s why they’re getting on you a bit.’’  
Z: What do you know about Westminster? What are you expecting?
LS: We’ve watched film and they look like a pretty solid team. I honestly think it is going to be a game that will 
come down to conditioning and who’s really ready to go in the 4th quarter. Coach Liccardo is amazing! Over 
the summer with all the workouts and all of the running that we did (it was a lot) was because we knew we 
were going to have guys playing both sides of the ball and we all have to be in really good shape to do that.  



Z: Any other sports that you play besides football at St. Pius? 
LS: I still play CMLA basketball with my friends and it is a ton of fun. In my Freshman year at. St. Pius I ran 
track. I ran the 200m the 4x100 and the triple jump. I enjoyed track OK but I really love playing football.  
Z: The season is just getting started, but when your time at St. Pius X comes to a close, what are some of 
the things you’ll miss most about the football program?
LS: I’m going to miss the camaraderie. We all spend so much time together during the offseason and during 
the season too. I’ve made so many great friends at St. Pius. It will be different wherever I go to college next 
year that’s for sure because I won’t have all my friends there so I’m just focused right now on enjoying my 
senior year.  
Z: Have you had a favorite class or teacher in your time at St. Pius X?
LS: Last year I really enjoyed my English class with Ms. Carney. I liked the class because I learned how to 
become a better writer and it wasn’t just about my grades. I wound up doing pretty well on my AP English 
exam so I give a lot of credit to Ms. Carney for that.
Z: Where did you go to school before St. Pius?
LS: The Museum School which is a Charter School in Avondale Estates. 
Z: Did you play any other sports growing up besides football?
LS: In 4th and 5th grade I played baseball. It wasn’t my favorite. The game has too much standing around 
for me. Don’t get me wrong, it’s fun to watch and I like baseball – just not so much playing the sport. 
Z: What do you like to do with your free time if there is any?
LS: I like to hang out with my friends from my neighborhood that don’t go to St. Pius because I don’t get to 
see them too often. I also like to play video games. I’m working on my Eagle Scout right now, and I should 
be able to start my project in February. I’m going to build 40 ft. of boardwalk in Decatur at the Clyde 
Shepherd Nature Preserve. I’m going to get help from some kids in the scout troop. It’s like a pay it forward 
kind of deal. I may also ask some of my St. Pius teammates to help too. I hope to complete the project before 
graduation and hopefully before my birthday in June.
Z: Do you have any pre-game rituals on Friday?
LS: Not really but I do eat the same exact thing which is the chicken parm, spaghetti and potatoes for every 
pre-game meal. If it is a home game I’ll take a nap and try to relax as much as I can.
Z: What colleges are in the mix for you at this point? Any aspirations to play football in college?  
LS: I just finished my applications to both Clemson and Auburn. I’m going to apply to Georgia Tech and 
UGA and possibly NC State. As for football in college, I’m trying to leave my options open. The only school 
that I’ve visited so far for football is Centre College in KY. We’ll just have to see how the season goes.
Z: Thanks, Lawson for your time and we’re all looking forward to cheering on the Golden Lions Friday 
night vs. Westminster.  Anything you’d like to share with the fans?
LS: Thanks. I’m pretty excited about the game on Friday night. It is good to play a good team and I know 
we’re going to play up to our potential. We appreciate all the fans’ support!



AfterBefore

During

Scout Team players of the week for the Dunwoody game are:
Collier Branford • Mason Doan • Matthew Banna • Josh Varuso

Answers to riddles: 1) Love  2) Redemption  3) Temper  4) 9

A friendly rivalry, still no love was lost,
The cats wanted redemption at any cost,

Tempers flared as the battle wore on,
They gave all 9 lives then the seconds were gone.

This Friday night we face another type of Wildcat, the Westminster Wildcats. 
Bring you passion Lion Nation!!

WE’LL SEE 
YOU THERE!



Quickie Statistics (Final)
St.Pius vs Dunwoody Wildcats ( at)

SPX DUN
Score 10 8
FIRST DOWNS 16 15
RUSHES-YARDS (NET) 57-238 11-13
PASSING YDS (NET) 35 203
Passes Att-Comp-Int 4-2-0 43-29-2
TOTAL OFFENSE PLAYS-YARDS 61-273 54-216
Fumble Returns-Yards 0-0 0-0
Punt Returns-Yards 1-8 1-16
Kickoff Returns-Yards 2-46 1-15
Interception Returns-Yards 2-15 0-0
Punts (Number-Avg) 4-33.8 5-34.2
Fumbles-Lost 3-0 0-0
Penalties-Yards 9-85 6-60
Possession Time 31:23 16:37
Third-Down Conversions 4 of 11 6 of 12
Fourth-Down Conversions 1 of 2 0 of 0
Red-Zone Scores-Chances 2-2 1-1

St.Pius Dunwoody Wildcats
Rushing No. Gain Loss Net TD Lg Avg
Luke 13 59 0 59 0 13 4.5
Jadon Rogers 7 47 1 46 0 20 6.6
Mason Benefield 10 61 18 43 0 10 4.3
Cameron Cainion 6 29 0 29 0 15 4.8

Rushing No. Gain Loss Net TD Lg Avg
David Julian 7 10 4 6 0 3 0.9
Davis Ledoyen 3 6 1 5 0 4 1.7
Jax Warshaw 1 2 0 2 0 2 2.0

Passing C-A-I Yds TD Long Sack
Nick Joiner 2-4-0 35 0 18 0

Passing C-A-I Yds TD Long Sack
Davis Ledoyen 29-42-1 203 1 17 0
Tyler Eith 0-1-1 0 0 0 0

Receiving No. Yards TD Long
RJ Bruster 1 18 0 18
Mason Benefield 1 17 0 17

Receiving No. Yards TD Long
Tyler Eith 12 96 1 12
David Julian 9 50 0 14
Walt Anders 5 43 0 17
Jack Hogan 3 14 0 9

Punting No. Yds Avg Long In20 TB
Eli Marshbank 4 135 33.8 37 1 0

Punting No. Yds Avg Long In20 TB
Tyler Eith 5 171 34.2 52 2 0

Punt Returns No. Yards TD Long
Mason Benefield 1 8 0 8

Punt Returns No. Yards TD Long
Tyler Eith 1 16 0 16

Kick Returns No. Yards TD Long
Jack 2 46 0 26

Kick Returns No. Yards TD Long
David Julian 1 15 0 15

Tackles UA-A Total Sacks TFL
Walker Stevens 11-0 11.0 0.0 1.0
Austin Taylor 9-0 9.0 0.0 0.0
Jacob Hull 4-0 4.0 0.0 2.0
Jadon Rogers 3-0 3.0 0.0 0.0

Tackles UA-A Total Sacks TFL
Isaac Andersin 11-0 11.0 0.0 1.0
J Norris Neel 8-0 8.0 0.0 0.0
Danny Megathlin 5-0 5.0 0.0 2.0
Emmanuel Ahenfo 5-0 5.0 0.0 0.0

Qtr Time Scoring Play V-H
2nd 07:04 SPX - Nick Joiner 1 yd run (Eli Marshbank kick), 21-80 10:07 7 - 0
4th 06:01 DUN - Tyler Eith 5 yd pass from Davis Ledoyen (Tyler Eith pass from Jax Warshaw), 13-65 3:49 7 - 8

01:16 SPX - Eli Marshbank 34 yd field goal, 11-44 4:38 10 - 8



Defensive Statistics (Final)
The Automated ScoreBook

St.Pius vs Dunwoody Wildcats ( at)

# St.Pius Solo Ast Total Sacks-Yds TFL-Yds FF FR-Yds Int-Yds BrUp Blks QBH
46 Walker Stevens 11 0 11.0 - 1.0-1 - - - - - -
29 Austin Taylor 9 0 9.0 - - - - 1-15 - - -
71 Jacob Hull 4 0 4.0 - 2.0-4 - - - - - -
21 Jadon Rogers 3 0 3.0 - - - - - 1 - -
13 Grayson Carney 2 0 2.0 - - - - - - - -
85 Casey 2 0 2.0 - 1.0-4 - - - - - -
22 Jack 2 0 2.0 - - - - - - - -
65 Joey 2 0 2.0 - - - - - - - -
44 Antonio Walker 1 0 1.0 - - - - - - - -
2 Cameron Cainion 1 0 1.0 - - - - - 1 - -
32 Thaxton 1 0 1.0 - - - - - - - -
8 Mason Benefield 1 0 1.0 - - - - - - - -
28 Paul Quigley 0 0 0.0 - - - - 1-0 1 - -

Totals 39 0 39.0 0.0-0 4.0-9 0 0-0 2-15 3 0 0

# Dunwoody Wildcat Solo Ast Total Sacks-Yds TFL-Yds FF FR-Yds Int-Yds BrUp Blks QBH
55 Isaac Andersin 11 0 11.0 - 1.0-1 1 - - - - -
26 J Norris Neel 8 0 8.0 - - - - - - - -
50 Danny Megathlin 5 0 5.0 - 2.0-19 - - - - - -
10 Emmanuel Ahenfo 5 0 5.0 - - - - - - - -
44 Cevon Williams 4 0 4.0 - 1.0-1 - - - - - -
15 Grant Jones 4 0 4.0 - - - - - - - -
7 7 3 0 3.0 - - - - - - - -
37 Jordan Williams 3 0 3.0 - - - - - - - -
16 Zion Fair 3 0 3.0 - 1.0-1 - - - 1 - -
71 Brennan Yarbro 2 0 2.0 - - - - - - - -
52 Conrad Smith 2 0 2.0 - - - - - - - -
21 Cash Goolsby 2 0 2.0 - - - - - - - -
8 8 1 0 1.0 - - - - - - - -
9 Justin Allen 1 0 1.0 - - - - - - - -
53 Stephen Pugmire 1 0 1.0 - - - - - - - -
11 Walt Anders 1 0 1.0 - - - - - - - -
32 Dorien McKency 1 0 1.0 - - - - - - - -
72 Tyler Rush 1 0 1.0 - - - - - - - -

Totals 58 0 58.0 0.0-0 5.0-22 1 0-0 0-0 1 0 0


